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ABSTRACT
Heritage language speakers struggle in European classrooms with
insufficient material provided for second language (SL) learning
and assessment. Considering the amount of instruments and
pertinent studies in English SL, immigrant students are better
prepared than their peers in Romance language settings. This
study investigates how factors such as age and home language
can be used in the teaching environment to predict and examine
the development outcomes of SL students in verbal reasoning
and vocabulary tasks. Hundred and six Portuguese participants, SL
learners, between 8 and 17 years old, were assessed in vocabulary
frequency, verbal analogies and morphological extraction tasks. In
alphabetic languages (Romance languages), immigrant students
(in a SL learning situation) with a strong linguistic distance (a
home language with a very different orthographic foundation) are
expected to struggle in language learning in spite of being aware
of strategies that can improve their skills. The storage and
combination of morphemes can be a demanding task for
individual speakers at different levels. Cognitive mapping is
strongly based on linguistic features of L1 development. Results
show that home language, not age, was a significant predictor of
variation in student’s outcomes. Speakers of alphasyllabary
languages (Indo-Aryan languages as L1) were the poorest
performers, the ‘linguistic distance’ of their languages explaining
the performance’ results.
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1. Introduction
Initial studies in the second language (SL) research field, in terms of a linguistic-cognitive
model (Hulstijn, Young, Ortega, et al., 2014) dealing with issues related to models of pro-
duction output and native speaker behaviour, focused strongly on age. Recent research
(Abu-Rabia & Shakkour, 2014; Chiswick & Miller, 2005; Cummins, 2014; DeKeyser et al.,
2010; Yeh, 2010; Zhang, 2013), though, deals with additional variables (e.g. home
languages) that generate specific analysis of linguistic features. That analysis involves
first language (L1) transfer and related cognitive strategies. Individuals have strategies
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with which to assimilate inputs they understand to produce the ‘full-independent output’
in the SL (MacWhinney, 2005). This also implies the reporting of errors or lack of acceptable
grammar (Selinker & Douglas, 1985 AQ2). Transfer (and cross-transfer) emerges strongly with
languages in distant contact (e.g. Chinese and Portuguese) and learners are always accom-
modating new data and new language structure (Selinker & Douglas, 1985). Cognitive
strategies, as choices and thoughts with full awareness of option in the learner’s point
of view, determine styles and rhythms of transfer. The language of origin determines
the variability in phonetics and specific variations of awareness regarding linguistic
rules (Braunstein et al., 2012; Elabsy, 2013; MacWhinney, 2005). Cognitive strategies (com-
bined actions of planning, monitoring and correction during the language task decision
processing) identify specific and conscious regulation in language learning and language
use contexts, which are different according to home language. Each cognitive strategy
would thus have a different effect in mind mapping. Cognitive strategies are analysed
in order to achieve with easier and faster operationalization in language learning and
language use. Cognitive strategies are related to cognitive mapping in each language
or in a bilingual mode.
Cognitive mapping is strongly influenced by the mother tongue and concerns the
specific neuronal system (involved in language coding and decoding), crystallized after
a certain age and based on linguistic features of L1 development. L1 development
refers to the acquisition of structures and lexicon, as well as to the cognitive strategies
in the home language before any other SL has been acquired. Recent scientific research
has been looking at third language acquisition and this may help to understand the cog-
nitive mapping (based on heritage language influence) of students during the process of
language learning (Hall et al., 2009AQ3 ; Swain, Lapkin, Rowen, & Hart, 1990 AQ4). According to
Davies (2003), and in regard to the theoretical arguments on cognitive involvement in
SL, there is a ‘language-specific system’ that is especially related to particular stages of pro-
cessing in a new language (similar to Chomsky’s language acquisition device, 1978) and a
‘problem-solving system’. SL learners use both systems but in a different way, related to
variations in age of onset (in SL). The decision-making process in one system is the
most effective option for SL decoding and solving. Near-natives deal with both systems
separately, which is recognized as a high level of proficiency and a significant mastering
of executive functions. Cognitive efforts in these tasks in experimental trials (in the SL)
would be expected to differ according to the speakers’ age. The home language variable
and the amount of exposure and linguistic input must also be taken into account.
The present study examines the performance of 106 learners of Portuguese as a SL
(immigrants) in specific tasks of verbal analogy, vocabulary and morphological extraction.
A learner’s limited vocabulary probably results from limited receptive (e.g. comprehension
of words or analogies) and expressive language abilities (e.g. morphemes manipulation).
This has an impact on language development and will lead to knowledge gaps in early
stages of SL learning. The main contribution of this study is related to the educational
implications after different profiles of language speakers have been examined to deter-
mine specific cognitive processing according to two factors: home languages of the stu-
dents and age. Immigrant students, in the SL learning condition, would perform
differently in analytic reasoning (verbal analogy and morphological extraction tasks)
and in vocabulary tasks, in a Portuguese language evaluation context. That difference
would be explained by their home language systems and linguistic distance. We expected
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Romance language speakers to be at an advantage considering their familiarity with
alphabetic and transparent languages like Portuguese. On the other hand, Indo-Aryan
language speakers are expected to show deficits in SL performance. In terms of age,
younger subjects are expected to perform better compared to older peers in the same
SL tasks taking into account previous evidence that confirms their cognitive predisposition
to develop linguistic skills more easily. Tasks related to analytical reasoning are expected to
be more demanding for younger participants. This paper begins with a literature review on
specificities related to Portuguese as a SL as well the evidence showing that specific
languages are related to particular mapping and strategies during SL processing. Vocabu-
lary, morphological extraction and verbal analogy will be discussed in order to understand
previous background of testing using the same tasks we used in this study. This will be
followed by a description of the methodology used in our empirical study on the variables
of age and home language factors in SL learning. Finally, we will discuss the results and the
performance of the different national groups of students.
2. Language specificities and their influence on SL learning
Home languages and age are deemed well-adjusted variables (with a balanced predictive
value) considering the fact that transparency and opacity of languages are predictors of
difficulty or delay in cognitive processing (Chiswick & Miller, 2005; DeKeyser et al., 2010;
Fontoura & Siegel, 1995; Odlin, 1989; Yeh, 2010). Fast processing of phonological infor-
mation depends on phonological transparency, which relies on the type of orthography
of languages. Orthography is a great predictor associated with reading performance
(Levin & Ehri, 2009 AQ5; Fernandes, Ventura, Querido, & Morais, 2008). Processing in the SL
area is related to the connections that the learner makes between form and meaning
during real-time comprehension (and interpretation) task. It is not necessarily related
with noticing effect but involves a large internal context where noticing and awareness
are commonly involved to process the input information (Van Patten, 2004 AQ6). That connec-
tion focuses on the internal mechanisms (Van Patten, 2004) and depends heavily on the
cognitive strategies adopted. When looking at the phonological system of the Portuguese
idiom, there is deep complexity in the sound system, mainly in vowel traits (Bassetti, 2006;
Cardoso-Martins, Resende, & Rodrigues, 2002; Levin & Ehri, 2009; Romannelli & Menegotto,
2015; Tessel, 2013).
Barcroft (2007) maintained that the phonetic range of languages in an English learning
context is irrelevant. On the contrary, we contend that this assumption has serious limit-
ations when applied to other language contexts, when taking into account the range of
specific systems like Portuguese, and is a predictor of decoding and comprehension diffi-
culties (Fernandes, Ventura, Querido, et al., 2008; Ziegler et al., 2010). Portuguese is a
writing system sharing common features with other Romance languages that exhibit
more transparent features than those encountered in Germanic languages such as
English (Levin & Ehri, 2009; Spencer & Hanley, 2004). That transparency is strongly
based on the vowels presented in Romance writing systems which give more phonologi-
cal information (Ziegler et al., 2010). Portuguese acquisition might become easier among
Romance language speakers involved in a SL context (Bassetti, 2006; Hall et al., 2009,
pp. 181–182; Ziegler et al., 2010). But not in the same way for speakers of languages
whose are from other families, be they Indo-European or not, such as Indo-Aryan
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(e.g. Urdu) or Afro-Asian (e.g. Arabic) idioms (Cyrino, 2010; Mira & Paredes, 2005; Farukh &
Vulchanova, 2014; Odlin, 1989; Shum, Ki, & Leong, 2014).
Another issue, still lacking in the literature, is the difference between learning European
Portuguese, African Portuguese and Brazilian Portuguese as a SL (García & Souza, 2014,
pp. 147–148; Leufkens, 2013; Soares da Silva, 2010). The Brazilian and European variants
are very distinct because, on the one hand, the vowel system of European Portuguese (Por-
tugal) is wider than Brazilian Portuguese (Barbosa, 2000) due to more options observed for
vowel phonics (more diversity of vowel acoustic traits) and considering the mute vowels
(vowels with no phonic realization) (Teixeira, Oliveira, & Moutinho, 2013 AQ7; Zampieri &
Gebre, 2012) AQ8; on the other hand, other features are also different, as is the case of rhythm
concerning syllables and specific prosodic contrasts in intonation, which have more
weight in Brazilian Portuguese (Barbosa, Duarte, & Kato, 2005 AQ9; Frota & Vigário, 2000).
We believe that these limited options (less different phonetic realizations) in vowel charac-
teristics of the Brazilian variant may make this an easier variant than European Portuguese
for a SL learner (Bailey, 2013). Comparative studies looking at the diversity of language
speakers in SL learning situations are less recent than they should be because the literature
wasmainly produced in the 1970s and 1980s. Odlin (1989) focused on a comparative analy-
sis of cross-transfer (transfer of different properties across languages) properties between
languages such as Spanish, Russian and English, in particular explaining the word omission
occurrence in SL. The errors and word omissions of Russian speakers have different causes
that could be not used to explain Spanish speaker’s errors and lapses. The analysis of incor-
rect answers is different or irrelevant for the mistakes of monolingual speakers. Despite
emphasizing transfer across first and SL language, we recognize that students can rely on
intense learning engagement and the younger they are, the more benefits they withdraw
in terms of comprehension of linguistic traits, regardless of their home language. Attempts
to build knowledge and proficiency in separate storage (MacWhinney, 2005) for L1 and SL
have become crucial for research in several areas including neuropsychology (Barac et al.,
2014; Braunstein et al., 2012; Hillert, 2014; Macedonia, 2013; Tessel, 2013; William, 2013).
In the field of education, the main goal is to develop research applications for classroom
use. These applications are related to the collection of data and to assessment instruments
in the SL field which have no bias for language pedagogy and educational policy which
promotes the transfer of research outputs to school practice and syllabus.
2.1.What languages inform about the cognitive strategies of students: mapping
during SL processing
Event-related potentials point to new advances in SL processing and stress the importance
of different languages associated with different cognition (Fillipi et al., 2011; Gullberg &
Indefrey, 2006). Decoding and encoding strategies during the solving of tasks in foreign
language frameworks are understood by researchers in the field of neurophysiology to
determine human behaviour (Lev-Ari & PeperKamp, 2013) and the plasticity effects
(age effect and neuronal maturity) involved in SL acquisition, explaining aspects that
underlie MacWhinney’s competition model theory (2005). SL acquisition implies competi-
tive information and cues that enhance or block language comprehension through
strategies of mapping, chunking and coding. In general, storage development (integration
and organization of information acquired, coded in different categories as they are
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perceived) evolves by chunking and by code switching as adjustments the new learner
acquires to combine frames and formulas inside the target language. As learning
increases, vocabulary frequency and complexity develops to an extent that varies accord-
ing to the linguistic distance (Chiswick & Miller, 2005) between first and dominant
languages. That distance is explained by the difference in orthographic foundation
between home and SLs. Education in a SL demands another component included in
MacWhinney’s model: resonance. Chunking and switching have different functions in
childhood and adulthood. The same occurs with resonance, which might explain how
individuals perform grammar decoding based on first language cues proficiently. In
English, preverbal positioning (subject becomes before the verb) is an important cue to
understanding what options individuals have in decoding, whereas in Portuguese that
information function (preverbal positioning) is different (Carvalho & Bacelar, 2006 AQ101).
McWhinney summarizes the differences among Indo-European languages and empha-
sizes the importance of resonance in cognition, focusing on SL learning.
To understand cognitive processing in the SL we need to specify which cognitive abil-
ities we are dealing with to develop materials that would address those specificities and to
study measurement procedures. According to the interpretation of oral tests and clusters
of Woodcock–Munoz battery tests (2005), seven dimensions of cognition have to be
measured: comprehension-knowledge, fluid reasoning, long-term storage, visual-spatial
processing, auditory decoding, processing speed and short-term memory. For each
factor (or dimension) we have a variability of measures that are related to different
levels of complexity. Linguistic and cognitive traits expected to be activated (and to be
measured) in particular languages will determine some predictive performance to initiate
learning in different alphasyllabary (e.g. Urdu) or morphosyllabary (e.g. Mandarin)
languages, among others (Rydland, Aukrust, & Fulland, 2012; Shum et al., 2014 AQ12). Mandarin
has an important position in compounding strategy based on morphemes, which devel-
ops metacognitive processing in language and general problem-solving. Inter-word
relationships, derived from word associations and inflection, are properties that are
more marked in other languages besides Mandarin (Shum et al., 2014). This determines
how language processing is intrinsically explained by features of the linguistic system.
Portuguese idiom has an alphabetic system with a specific vowel structure (due to the
multiple phonetic realizations of each vowel feature [Bassetti, 2006; Cardoso-Martins
et al., 2002; Teixeira et al., 2013]) that is difficult to process by speakers of alphasyllabary
idioms ( AQ13Carvalho & Bacelar, 2006). Previous studies (Bailey, 2013; Defior, Martos, & Cary,
2002) have determined that Portuguese is a transparent language, evidence from the
studies by Defior et al. (2002), Grant, Gottardo, and Geva (2012) and from the study by
Bailey (2013) maintains that Portuguese language orthography is less consistent com-
pared to the Spanish one, which is shallower at the level of grapheme conventionality.
Accent markers (different intonation and different semantics) in Portuguese language
and their variants pose an added difficulty to learners of Portuguese SL. This is due to
the diversity of accent features in European Portuguese, which is different from that of Bra-
zilian Portuguese (reported in Portuguese and Brazilian studies) (Barbosa, 2000; Frota &
Vigário, 2000; García & Souza, 2014; Teixeira et al., 2013). The plurality of accent character-
istics and the diversity of vowel systems across Portuguese variants might be a problem
for the English SL learner. And vice-versa, considering high contrastive phonemes
and accents between languages such as the case of English AQ14and Portuguese (Bailey,
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2013; Carvalho & Bacelar, 2006; Salton, Ross, & Kelleher, 2014; Schepens, Dijkstra, Grootjen,
& van Heuven, 2013; Soares da Silva, 2010).
Grant, Gottardo, and Geva (2012) analysed the first language factor in reading compre-
hension in a SL context (English language learners) considering groups of Spanish,
Portuguese and Cantonese speakers. Despite test validity issues in that study, the third
group of participants evaluated in reading comprehension tests – Cantonese speakers –
is perceived as the group with more linguistic specificities. Additionally, this group is
viewed as having a high probability of failure in learning English SL, as Chinese – Canto-
nese – does not follow the individual sound criteria in the same way as alphabetic
languages (Shum et al. AQ15, 2014). Chinese students are expected to be outperformed by
their peers with alphabetic home languages in an alphabetic context of testing (Shum
et al., 2014; Zhang et al., 2013). This study also outlines the importance of developing
investigation on English language learners attending to their different home languages
and the impact in the reading outcomes. Consistency in grapheme–phoneme correspon-
dence is a predictor for reading and vocabulary comprehension. In other language con-
texts, systems like Urdu consist of vocabulary and script (from right to left) based on
distant languages such as Persian and Arabic which determine visual and cognitive
brain mechanisms adopted for longevity (Barac, Bialystok, Castro, & Sanchez, 2014; David-
son, Raschke, & Pervez, 2010). New language acquisition strongly modifies the way these
speakers think and decode (Nag & Perfetti, 2014; Nag, Snowling, Quinlan, & Hulme,
2014; Shum et al., 2014). In the context of Romance language learning, the Chinese speak-
ers make use of information morphemes, whereas alphasyllabary speakers (e.g. Urdu,
Hindi) follow phonologic and orthographic cues (Nag & Perfetti, 2014). A dual mode of
thinking and comprehending might result in different performance rhythms.
2.2. Educating in the SL: resources and assessment
Education in the SL is tied to methods and strategies of teaching and learning. Which
methods should we develop? The idea that methods applied in L1 instruction can be
successfully transferred to SL learning support is a serious misconception. SL teaching
demands specific resources to activate the learning environment. Electronic resources
and digital databases with comprehensive activities and devices would help specialized
education in SL (Elabsy, 2013). On the one hand, resources and valuable information
across grades and levels of education would be differentiated; on the other, differentiation
would be based on specific activities for specific language speakers. Some resources (e.g.
thinking aloud activities) would be appropriate for Slavic students but would have no aca-
demic impact in Mandarin speakers. Segmenting and blending tasks, such as reading and
writing activities, should be carefully designed for specific students working on their home
language and education in the country of origin. A diverse range of SL learners demands
diversity of materials. In our previous empirical research study (Figueiredo & Silva, 2010)
the blending tasks were shown to be the most difficult activity in contrast to the simplicity
put forward in these activities (Gillon, 2004). The difficulty would especially be experienced
by Slavic speakers, who spend much more time and effort on phonemic blending of
Portuguese. Gillon’s perspective could be applied to an English SL context but not to
other languages such as Romance idioms, which imply other cognitive processing and
investments. On the one hand, Slavic speakers might be constrained by their alphabet
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and grammar rules. But, on the other hand, Mandarin speakers spend more time on the
same activity due to other factors. According to Wang, Koda, and Perfetti (2003) AQ16Mandarin
speakers struggle in SL because they need more phonological and orthographical cues to
develop sensitivity to a new language system. Activities related to homophone identifi-
cation would be important for Mandarin students, considering their limited decoding in
terms of phonetic similarities. Conversion strategies are highly developed to ensure
successful attainment in language learning. In the same study, we concluded that
younger children experience more of a delay during specific activities related to time
and effort. The delay is not unrelated to strong results as older peers solved the tasks in
less time and more accurately. These data are in direct contrast with previous evidence
in a study by Karrass, Braungart-Rieker, Mullins, and Lefever (2002): ‘Therefore, infants
who spend more time in an attentive, interested state are expressing less emotion and
thus have more cognitive resources available for language learning’ (p. 520). In fact, Por-
tuguese children with experience of immigration showed the lowest performance in the
general number of tasks (alphabetic ordinance, minimum pairs, reading and spelling,
onset and rhyme, alliteration and syntax judgements, Figueiredo, 2013; Figueiredo &
Silva, 2010).
More investigation is needed to produce and underpin changes in testing to be intro-
duced in teacher training. These issues are neglected in Portuguese schools and are
treated as peripheral to language teaching in the education system. Scientific evidence
presents valid instruments with activities that could be accommodated in several class-
room contexts: memory for sentences and texts (e.g. reading and recall of utterances
and meanings), picture vocabulary, oral vocabulary (e.g. of identification of synonyms
and antonyms), listening comprehension (e.g. cloze tests) and verbal analogies
(Schrank, Fletcher, & Alvarado, 1996). Previous studies have made important advances
in the field of testing in the SL mainly in relation to the English context. Wang and Lam
(2009) developed a broad study with Chinese speakers in English as a SL and Chinese
in first language situations, producing valid measures with a comprehensive (completed
assessment for well-informed intervention) and educational purpose. Also in the
Chinese research field, in terms of SL learning, very recent studies (Shum AQ17et al., 2014)
have produced data regarding evaluation procedures for school intervention with
language learning. Research findings support the importance of the creation of new
insights for validated instruments. Important is also the replication of tests for other
languages and populations (Sugarman et al., 2007) in order to facilitate the standardization
of assessment rules and the understanding of new evidence across several countries and
language education approaches. In this study we focused specifically on three measures in
the sub-lexical domain: verbal analogy, vocabulary correspondence and morphological
extraction.
2.2.1. Verbal analogy – testing reasoning
Verbal analogy tests are used to measure the comprehension capacity in logical word
associations. Vocabulary can be simple or highly complex when complete assessment is
carried out at different levels of proficiency. A greater range of vocabulary will help in
understanding correctly and in completing the verbal analogy test appropriately. Accord-
ing to a Woodcock–Munoz Revised Language Survey (2005), the verbal analogy test is held
in complex task settings and is important for assessing two of the seven cognitive factors
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involved in language strategies: comprehension-knowledge and fluid reasoning (Rooma-
ney & Koch, 2013). Verbal analogies also cover the assessment of broad ability and linguis-
tic competence in the dominant language. Previous studies (Ismail & Koch, 2012; Taboada,
2012; Woodcock, Munoz-Sandoval, Ruef, & Alvarado, 2005; Yeh, 2010; Zhao et al., 2011)
have used the verbal analogy tests in SL learners and their findings have showed
common results: high scores in verbal analogy test are correlated to high level of profi-
ciency in a specific language. Additionally, verbal analogy tests were administered to
assess cognitive abilities of second-generation individuals at school so as to observe
their disadvantage comparing with native peers in the transition to secondary school
(Ludemann & Schwerdt, 2013, p. 463). On the one hand, verbal analogy tests demand
significant amount of vocabulary knowledge of learners in a new language; on the
other hand, children commonly have difficulty in this type of language tasks considering
the verbal analytic reasoning involved (Goswami, 2001). Even considering a pre-tested
training, no gains were observed in children’s performance in analogy tasks (García-
Madruga et al., 2013, p. 169).
In our study, the verbal analogy test identifies normative cases of limited proficiency
but with particular features that will lead to identifying the profiles of different migrant
groups of students. Verbal analogy tests are used less in experimental trials than other
types of tests in the SL area (Lakin & Lai, 2012; Zhao et al., 2011). Verbal analogy tests
are crucial in the analysis of reasoning abilities in the language of instruction, mainly in
terms of the strategies involved in the decoding of alphasyllabary, morphosyllabary and
alphabetic speaking languages (Zhao et al., 2011). Further analysis of performance in
reasoning tasks should be developed to examine cognitive association ability at the
semantic and conceptual level in new linguistic structures (SL).
2.2.2. Vocabulary – measuring frequency and regularity
Another goal of our study was to test and assess the ability to make correct correspon-
dences between words of different frequency, difficulty and regularity in order to identify
proficiency levels in vocabulary decoding (Nation, 1994, 2009). Nation has developed an
electronic test – Lextutor – to measure and expand vocabulary knowledge by evaluating
and estimating several levels and amounts of word-frequency in English. Nation’s research
( AQ182009) and Nation and Malarcher (2007) supported a comprehensive analysis of vocabu-
lary learning and teaching and advanced activities, strands, teacher techniques, criteria
and learning strategies (guessing based on context, learning with visual stimuli, reasoning
from word units, and dictionary usage). Nation (2009) established a noteworthy study with
4000 useful English words based on an analysis of English course books from primary to
tertiary school levels. The word counting depended on criteria of occurrence (frequency)
to determine target words in English. In addition, vocabulary learning and testing could be
emphasized with a computer-based format. SL learners would need an average vocabu-
lary to develop text comprehension based on words and meaning computation. What
vocabulary is significant to SL learners in a specific language? How much of the lexicon
is needed to be proficient in a SL? We argue that the target language will determine
the significance and amount of vocabulary necessary, in particular for SL learners,
taking into account the variety of vocabulary that different speakers have in their
mental speech. By focusing on a documented word-frequency index across languages
we can create a word-test to examine the quality of correspondences that SL learners
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achieve in a scaffolding structure of word-level difficulty. Additionally, teachers and edu-
cationists should have access to corpus information related to research in vocabulary
acquisition, selection and testing (McCarthy, 2008; Pulido, 2006) as long as frequency
lists provide accurate information on basic and complex words for SL learners (Tidball &
Treffers-Daller, 2008).
2.2.3. Morphological extraction – cognitive sensitivity
Morphological extraction or morphophonological transformation is a widely used
measurement (August et al., 2001) which evaluates the ability to make changes and extrac-
tions from a given derived word in an appropriate sentence context. Derivational morpho-
logical awareness is tested through the phonological and orthographical variation effect.
One of the main goals of this evaluation is to detect the cross-linguistic influence during
the extraction procedure. Phonological change could interfere, for example, with pronun-
ciation but not with spelling. The accuracy needed to identify this phenomenon will result
in positive performance and inform us about cognitive options. The extract test is applied
to several groups of SL learners and with strong evidence of morphological analogies that
examine receptive vocabulary ability, as well as verbal analogy tasks. Wang and Lam (2009)
developed a study with extract tests, among other measures, to assess Chinese students in
English SL and in Mandarin native language settings. They concluded that their perform-
ance was similar to that of their native peers (English speakers). This suggests a high level
of phonological awareness towards English. Can this result be replicated in a Romance
language context focusing on a distinct phonological system? Morphophonological
analogy tasks explore to what extent students are able to compound words into small
lexical units in order to convert to a new word in the dominant language. The combination
of words depends on vocabulary and grammar control (McBride-Chang et al., 2005) AQ19. These
are cognitively demanding structural tasks that will predict the trajectory of learning and
an increase in phonological and morphological awareness. It is important to evaluate the
diversity of speakers in the same SL setting to understand how the derivational morpho-
logical knowledge changes and to compare the effect on home languages. Wang and Lam
concluded that sensitivity to derived forms (prefixes and suffixes) has a greater impact as a
predictor for English word acquisition than the awareness of compound structures. In
addition, what would the sensitivity to language structures that rely on other grammar
criteria such as word order be (e.g. in Portuguese, Italian and Spanish)? Syntactically
dominant cues in English are different from rules and case marking in other Indo-European
and Non-Indo-European languages such as Japanese (MacWhinney, 2005). Besides, the
Chinese language is essentially based on compounding strategies (Shum et al., 2014)
and extract tests in foreign languages that enhance them have positive acceptance by
immigrant Mandarin student speakers. Syntactic and semantic information is gradually
developed while morphological manipulation and blending are stimulated. Conscious
choices during sentence comprehension involve decoding of dominant cues and case
roles in a specific SL. The strength of cues in languages will generate a competition
model for language processing and a resonance effect when systems have similar features
(MacWhinney, 2005). When acquiring knowledge in the new language, children will
depend on their comprehension and decoding skills gathered first from their native
language cues. Only before new cognitive mapping begins are the foreign linguistic
cues assimilated and the native language cues neutralized. Over time morphological
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sensitivity could play a more crucial role in the increase of word knowledge and enhance-
ment of reading comprehension in the SL (Chik et al., 2012; Wang & Lam, 2009).
3. Method
3.1. Hypotheses
This study is part of a larger post-doctoral empirical research programme currently in
process in Portuguese schools to assess cognitive and linguistic profiles of immigrant
students – SL learners. The main goal is to develop a comprehensive format of 15 tests
adapting specific assessment landmarks of previous international studies in SL testing.
The present study reports preliminary data regarding the performance of 106 learners
of Portuguese as a SL in particular tasks of verbal analogy, vocabulary and morphological
extraction. A learners’ limited vocabulary is in all probability the result of limited receptive
and expressive language abilities. This has an impact on language development and
suggests a lack in early stages of SL learning. We are interested in the examination of
differentiated profiles of language speakers processing in Portuguese language tasks to
determine cognitive specific processing according to age effects and also considering
different home languages. Based on these two variables primary outcomes will be
discussed in the following hypothesized conditions (H):
H1. Younger subjects (7–12 years old) would show higher scores compared to older peers
(13–17 years old) in SL tasks taking into account evidence that confirms their cognitive predis-
position to develop easier linguistic skills.
H2. Verbal analogies would be expected to be more difficult for young ages focusing on their
low understanding of similarities at a conceptual level.
H3. SL learners would perform differently in analytic reasoning and vocabulary tasks in a
Portuguese language evaluation context. That difference would be explained by their home
language systems and linguistic distance.
H4. Romance language speakers would achieve better results considering their familiarity with
alphabetic and transparent languages; otherwise Indo-Aryan language speakers would show
deficits in SL performance.
To a certain extent these conditions were confirmed (related to home languages effects
and diversity) and others were not verified (particularly concerning the influence of age).
3.2. Participants
The participants consisted of 106 L2 learner of Portuguese (participants mostly came to
Portugal after 2010, late arrivals), mean age = 13 years old (SD = 2.7), 57 males and 46
females (from basic and high school levels). Almost all the students were born outside
Portugal (only 10 individuals were born in Portugal but emigrated before schooling).
The first school instruction was mainly in the home countries (57 immigrant children, in
school age, began their schooling in the home country; the other immigrant participants
– SL learners – entered in Portugal before school age and were evaluated during the first
years of school, in Portuguese establishments, at the testing time). All students came from
lower to middle socio-economic backgrounds (we have identified all the current jobs of
parents/tutors). Concerning the L1 instruction variable, we observed that only 18 (18%)
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receive L1 instruction in Portugal, offered as additional tuition to the regular school curri-
culum. Also we identified that the individuals affirming to receive L1 parallel instruction
were solely Chinese (Mandarin speakers). There are no disabled individuals and they are
all right-handed (laterality was also identified). All students are from schools in the
same geographical area: the Lisbon district.
This sample is intentionally heterogeneous, with regard to nationality and home
languages. 23 nationalities and 28 different languages were observed. In terms of
categorization (we have determined the language groups by the identification based
on family languages origin) by language: 33 (31.1%) Mandarin speakers, 32 (30.2%)
Romance language speakers, 14 (13.2%) Slavic language speakers, 11 (12.3%) Creole
speakers, 10 (9.4%) Indo-Aryan language speakers, 2 (1.9%) Afro-asiatic language
speakers. Attending to the length of residence (LOR) in Portugal, most of the partici-
pants has a LOR ranging between 3 years (2010) and few months (2014) (mean =
2009 (4 years); SD; 2.9). 21 has a LOR in Portugal of 3 years, 11 students has a LOR of
2 years, 18 has a LOR of 1 year and nine arrived during 2013, few months before starting
to include the empirical study. LOR and age (age of testing) were correlated and there
were no significant differences. There is homogeneity (and normality) in this sample
regarding the two variables.
3.3. Tests and procedure
Data collection in Portuguese schools began in May 2013 and continued over 2014.
Reading, writing and comprehension skills were the main target of the all test. Oral
production was not evaluated at this stage of the empirical research. In several school
classes context, approximately 30 children were pre-tested at the start of the school
year on their comprehension of all questions of each task administered. This was to
ensure the feasibility of the all test before the first application at schools. The questions
format was short and open-ended, as is the scale format. Preliminary data will be reported
taking into account three tasks partly adapted from previous literature in SL testing. The
scoring format is based on the original classification criteria of the tests. After the total
score for each participant, groups are compared according to specific independent
variables (such as age and home language). In this first study of SL adaptation testing
procedure we observed psychometric properties of the tests and only the morphological
extract test showed limited internal consistency (0.53). This could be argued based on
principles of testing construction for the Portuguese population and Romance language
speakers. The original extract test version in English presented a Cronbach’s alpha
coefficient of 0.93.
Verbal analogy test: Six items (based on Verbal Analogies Test n.° 2 of Woodcock–Munoz
Language Survey-Revised – WMLS-R, 2005) with internal correlation consistency
(Cronbach’s alpha) of 0.60. Score: 1 point for each correct answer (total score: 6 points).
Example of sample items: example 1. ‘Estrela está para céu assim como peixe está
para _____’ (fill in the missing word by logic association: example 1. ‘Star is for sky as
fish is for ____.’).
Vocabulary selection and matching Test: Fifteen items (based on the structure of
Lextutor, Nation, 1994) with a Cronbach’s alpha 0.85. Score: 1 point for each correct corre-
spondence (total score: 15 points). Example 1 of sample items: ‘Baixo, jantar, amor, janela,
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regra, sociedade/de estatura pequena, norma, refeição’ (connect three of the following
words to their synonyms in the second word group: ‘short’, ‘dinner’, ‘love’, ‘window’,
‘rule’, ‘society’/ small in stature, evening meal AQ20, norm). For the vocabulary test we analyse
lists of words according to CORLEX (national index of word-frequency) and selection
was determined based on different levels of difficulty and frequency. Some of the
words in this task are easier to decode than others at a semantic level. Words similar in
spelling but distinct in semantics were also proposed to generate ambiguity (distractor).
Several errors are due to spelling similarity (error of transference).
Morphological extraction test: Four items (based on August et al., 2001) with Cronbach’s
alpha 0.53. Score: 2 points for each completed match, 1 point for each partial answer (total
score: 8 points). Example 1 of sample items: ‘Palavra: Amizade/Frase: Os colegas da escola
são meus ______’ (example 1: Word: friendship/Sentence: Colleagues from school are my
_______”).
Students were asked to complete a full battery of tests, where the three tasks above
fits in, over approximately 60 minutes, in a classroom evaluation context (a group
session but participants were tested individually). These tests, besides the previous
three tasks mentioned above, were about: picture naming, semantic associations, pho-
netics perception (foreign accent, after listening texts with different Portuguese dialect),
story and words recall (after reading and after listening), cognates identification, word
transference and dichotic hearing, listening comprehension, phonemic blending, sylla-
ble, onset and rime identification, writing composition and metaphor comprehension.
The tasks were administered in schools from May 2013, after receiving authorization
from schools and the selection of immigrant population, as being SL learners, that
responded to the main criteria (7–17 years old, immigrants or with no schooling experi-
ence in Portugal before emigration, with proficiency between A1 and B1 levels taking
into consideration Portuguese language, diversity of languages spoken, public
schools). All prompts were given on paper and on computer one at a time, to listen
and register the sounds and texts. In the specific tasks reported in this study no compu-
ter was needed. Examinees received no feedback after the experimental trial. Schools
will receive study information at the end of the empirical investigation. School prac-
titioners and researchers will be introduced to the guidelines of the total rating and
respective written rationales to handle a number of scoring challenges (incomplete
answers to a task, different correct options for question scenarios…). Treatment of
data was accomplished by using the SPSS program (version 21).
4. Results and discussion
4.1. Index of difficulty
Using percentile analysis, levels of difficulty were estimated for each test according to the
summary of participant answers. Results showed (see Table A1, Appendix) three distinct
indicators for percentiles 25, 50 and 75. Results will be discussed based only on P25
and P75: elementary and proficient levels taken into account. Twenty-five per cent of stu-
dents presented up to four correct items in the verbal analogy test whereas 75% identified
over five analogies. In the vocabulary selection and matching test SL learners were posi-
tioned less than eight matching words, in P75 a performance of 14 correct identifications
was observed. Finally, the morphological extraction test revealed a performance in P25
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below two morphologically correct changes and in P75 over 5 extractions (Table A1). Per-
centile analysis was carried out to examine the association between age differences and
performance in the three tasks. Following data are estimated depending on two specific
variables: age and home language.
4.2. Age effects in verbal analogy test
H1. Younger subjects (7–12 years old) would show higher scores compared to older peers (13–
17 years old) in SL tasks taking into account evidence that confirms their cognitive predisposi-
tion to develop easier linguistic skills.
H2. Verbal analogies would be expected to be more difficult for young ages focusing on their
low understanding of similarities at a conceptual level.
Main findings: The hypothesis 1 was rejected. The hypothesis 2 was confirmed. Results
revealed that adolescents 16–17 years old were the best performers in verbal analogies
test. Children failed at this task.
Results showed diversity of profiles according to advanced age in the verbal analogy
test: the youngest individuals (7–9 years old) reported less analogies (P25 = 2.8) and the
oldest participants (16–17 years old) were more successful in the same task with more ana-
logies correctly identified (P25 = 4) despite being similar groups in their observed perform-
ances in percentile 75 (5 analogies positively identified).
In relation to analogies, children only perform verbal reasoning based on a ‘successful
way’ (Goswami, 2001) and do not immediately get the similarity principle in order to
understand the relationship between events inside sentences. These results were in
accordance with the main findings of García-Madruga et al. (2013) concerning that chil-
dren failed in verbal analogies identification even after previous training received. The
youngest individuals would not be able to decode high-order verbal analogies even in
their home language. But a low-order (verbal analogies) presupposes only simple equation
relations that novice learners would perform (Goswami, 2001). In this task, compared to
the general results summarized in Table A1, children performed significantly lower than
four associations. Verbal analogy is an important cue to human understanding and
child competency changes when they show the ability to accomplish a high level of
verbal analogies which is to be expected around adolescence. Despite having more voca-
bulary knowledge, until adolescence, a child performs poorly in analogical reasoning and
makes associations by comparison only (Goswami). In the case of novice SL learners, exter-
nal factors such as age and exposure to SL predict outcomes for vocabulary size and
awareness of semantic and morphosyntactic rules (Paradis, 2011). Vocabulary size is
expected to be related to analytic reasoning but not in a predictive way towards decoding
abilities which replicates research done by Lervag and Aukrust (2010). AQ21The external factors,
as previously mentioned, could be explained by stronger evidence such as a proficiency
variation in contradiction to Paradis’s hypothesis that child-internal variables predict the
variance in language outcomes of immigrant children in advance. In fact, home languages
and age are external but determine internal factors: internal mental structure and cogni-
tive mapping. Each home language configures cognitive mapping and strategies for
reasoning in language and problem-solving in general. Paradis only outlines first language
transfer and cognitive maturation depending on age constraints as main internal factors.
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But home languages define cognitive structures and ways of thinking and not only in
explaining cross-transfer.
4.3. Age effects in vocabulary selection and matching test
H1. Younger subjects (7–12 years old) would show higher scores compared to older peers
(13–17 years old) in SL tasks taking into account evidence that confirms their cognitive
predisposition to develop easier linguistic skills.
Main findings: The hypothesis 1 was confirmed. Data revealed that adolescents 16–17
years old were the poorest performers. Youngest children (7–9) outperformed the other
groups.
In vocabulary selection and matching test the situation was reversed because the ado-
lescents aged between 16 and 17 years old responded less appropriately (P25 = 6
match) than children between 7 and 9 years old (P25 = 7.8 words) with high matching
across the word correspondence task. Adolescents aged between 13 and 15 years old per-
formed the most accurately, far ahead of their peers: in percentile 25 at least ten words
were correctly identified. In general and with the exception of adolescents aged
between 13 and –15, all students achieved lower than eight correspondences (level calcu-
lated for P25 in index of difficulty estimated for all groups, Table A1). Looking at all the
answers estimated in percentile 75, there are no differences (see Table A2, Appendix).
Vocabulary knowledge is inter-related with strong comprehension skills in the SL,
mainly in the initial phase of SL learning. Although age is a factor, the knowledge of
vocabulary would determine these differences across the age groups observed. According
to Lervag and Aukrust (2010) decoding demands more effort in inconsistent orthographies
like English and would be faster in languages such as Spanish and German. Portuguese
would be seen as a consistent system (Bailey, 2013; Defior et al., 2002; Fernandes et al.,
2008; Teixeira et al., 2013; Ziegler et al., 2010) so the hypothesis would be based on facili-
tated learning for immigrant individuals in Portuguese speaking countries. On the other
hand, vocabulary knowledge is not an impact factor in decoding tasks (e.g. word decod-
ing) as corroborated by reading growth (Lervag & Aukrust). Ability to decode words is not
necessarily related to vocabulary size which is the only robust predictor of SL initial learn-
ing. Different abilities and predictors (decoding and vocabulary storage) might explain the
positive results for younger children in the vocabulary task and the reverse performance
(low indicators) in the verbal analogy test. In the specific case of 13–15 years old adoles-
cents, the higher performance in the vocabulary selection task might be justified by the
vocabulary knowledge in Portuguese language. The same factor as previously mentioned
for children as learners of Portuguese as a SL. In the adolescence, vocabulary depth
(related to the type of language systems in contact) is a crucial factor interacting with
other skills in the SL acquisition (Pasquarella, Grant, & Gottardo, 2012). Taking into
account specific distribution analyses conducted to understand if other factors would
be predicting these results for the youngest adolescent group, we observed that there
were no statistical differences (p = .339) between students considering age variable and
length of residence in Portugal (in a similar proportion, the four groups of children and
of adolescents arrived in Portugal between 2010 and 2014). Considering differences of
home languages and the continued instruction in home languages, there was statistical
difference (p = .021) across the variety of age groups only for the first factor. There are
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several adolescents speakers of Romance language and of Mandarin. The same scenario
was observed for older children (10–12 years old). Also adolescents and older children
share the highest number of students (Chinese) with instruction in their home language.
Attending to the results with less correctness from the Chinese students and the better
performance from the Romance language speakers, in the vocabulary task, the great
number of Romance language speakers in the youngest adolescents group might be
addressed as the explaining factor for the performance of adolescents in vocabulary selec-
tion task.
4.4. Age effects in morphological extraction test
H1. Younger subjects (7–12 years old) would show higher scores compared to older peers
(13–17 years old) in SL tasks taking into account evidence that confirms their cognitive predis-
position to develop easier linguistic skills.
Main findings: the hypothesis 1 was partially rejected. Data revealed few differences
among age groups, but older participants (16–17 years old) had highest performance
in P75.
In the morphological extraction test, all age groups showed similar behaviours in the
morphological changes task. There are only more statistical descriptive differences in per-
centile 75 – proficient level – suggesting that older participants had a greater advantage in
this task. This might be associated with stronger ability to make abstractions at a cognitive
level.
Morphological extraction based on derived words requires more cognitive loading and
executive effort which is associated with older ages (DeKeyser, Alfi-Shabtay, & Ravid, 2010).
The advanced age enhances reasoning strategies in structure problems such as
morpheme extraction (Shum et al AQ22., 2014; Leong, Tse, Loh, & Wah, 2011). Overall morpho-
logical awareness depends strongly on ‘print exposure’ provided by textbooks in the
foreign language (Zhang & Koda, 2008). Younger children are generally sensitive to mor-
phemes and small units which compound in the mother tongue. But compounding is
shown to be easier than derivation processing for SL learners as has been the conclusion
of previous studies (Zhang, 2013). Consistent orthographies will help in morphological
awareness, essentially on the derivational level. And, explain how first language variables
would form amore complete argument than age when addressing the complete interpret-
ation of results in this task.
4.5. Home languages and the verbal analogy test
H3. Immigrant students (SL learners) would perform differently in analytic reasoning and voca-
bulary tasks in a Portuguese language evaluation context. That difference would be explained
by their home language systems and linguistic distance.
H4. Romance language speakers would achieve better results considering their familiarity with
alphabetic and transparent languages; otherwise Indo-Aryan language speakers would show
deficits in SL performance.
Main findings: H3 was confirmed because immigrant students performed differently;
H4 was not partially confirmed because Romance language speakers achieved results
with gaps. But Indo-Aryan language speakers showed deficits in SL performance.
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In the verbal analogy test, Mandarin, Creole and Afro-Asian language speakers were
shown to be more proficient in logic association in the verbal reasoning task (P25 = 4
correct analogies) as opposed to Indo-Aryan speakers where there were more cases of
incorrect fit (only one analogy in P25). Even speakers of Romance languages such as
Spanish showed gaps in analogy identification. Slavic speakers (from Eastern European)
are similar to the first groups (see Table A3, Appendix). Chinese speakers in this study
were the only group receiving L1 instruction as additional support in their schooling.
In a previous study (Figueiredo, Martins, & Silva, 2014) home language instruction was
shown to be an important factor in Portuguese SL learning in terms of the results (learners
achieved higher scores in specific tasks in their home language). Chinese participants
engaged in a mother tongue tuition programme probably have an advantage in their
SL learning which explains positive attainment in this evaluation context. Attending to
the role of the L1 additional learning, considering the Chinese cases, the good indices
in SL performance were explained by both variables observed: home language and
extended literacy in L1. Cummins (1991, 2013, 2014) explores the implications of the L1
extended instruction for bilingual education and determines the benefit from having
simultaneous tuition in L1 and in SL. Based on interdependence hypothesis of Cummins
(1991), the cross-lingual relationships between features of L1 and SL are reflective and
promote decoding of SL input. More recent studies in other languages than English
(Beacco & Byram, 2002; Ellisa, Gogolin, & Clyne, 2010; Schwartz, Moin, & Leikin, 2012;
Schwartz & Shaul, 2013) have demonstrated that continuing development of L1 literacy
within a SL education enhances the bilingual skills of students, specifically accelerating
the lexical growing. Other studies (Abu-Rabia & Shakkour, 2014) have also concluded
that training in the first language is important to bilingual proficiency improvement and
to retroactive transfer which enhances SL acquisition. This also maintains expertise in
less consistent orthographies such as home languages like Hebrew and Arabic. Consider-
ing the language group variable, not only the extended L1 instruction, the positive results
of Asian (Chinese) speakers at the present study were not supported in other studies men-
tioned by Cummins research (1991) about Asian students in Canada and in the USA. In
those studies speakers of Japanese and Chinese are evidence of lower effect of interde-
pendence hypothesis, considering the orthography dissimilarity between those languages
and English. Specific hypotheses supported by studies focused on English as SL should be
replicated in Romance languages context. Results could vary considering other languages
in contact (L1 and SL) until now not explored at this level (dissimilarities between writing
systems and other language variables). Results showed for the Indo-Aryan speakers group
in verbal analogy test, in the present study, were in accordance to the findings of Taboada
(2012) that corroborates the lower scores of Asian speakers. Here referring to other Asian
speakers of languages other than Mandarin, in verbal analogy task.
According to previous data (Figueiredo & Silva, 2010) Afro-asiatic and Creole language
speakers were not expected to provide accurate answers in this test. On the one hand,
Creole language speakers are from African countries where Portuguese is the official
idiom and they generally, but unexpectedly, show a lack in language proficiency com-
pared to other language groups. This is due to previous school education in African
countries where standards and methodologies in the language teaching field can be
problematic (Clegg & Afitska, 2011; Tikly, 2011; Williams, 2014). On the other hand,
Creole speakers have an advantage when understanding vocabulary and when
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completing the analogy relations in Portuguese due to similarities that the home language
and SL share. This is not only in terms of Portuguese lexical properties being on a linguistic
level to Creole languages, but also in terms of similar concepts. Afro-asiatic speakers are
expected to experience fewer gains in this task due to home languages with very
distant linguistic foundation. Ismail and Koch (2012) used verbal analogies of WMLS-R
(2005) and concluded that African speakers (from South Africa) showed low scores in
this test as simple analogies became too high-order to solve in a foreign language. In
recent research languages such as Arabic, Hebrew and Mandarin have been studied to
understand the home language effect in foreign language learning. This research
focuses mainly on whether Afro-asiatic languages are integrated in categories of home
languages that require extended periods of instruction and strong difficulty in learning
English as SL. Further investigation should be done in terms of Romance languages and
consistent orthography learning (Lervag & Aukrust, 2010) looking at similar home
languages like Arabic and others that are considered a challenge for individuals and for
teaching methods.
4.6. Home languages and vocabulary selection and matching test
H3. Immigrant students would perform differently in analytic reasoning and vocabulary tasks
in a Portuguese language evaluation context. That difference would be explained by their
home language systems and linguistic distance.
H4. Romance language speakers would achieve better results considering their familiarity with
alphabetic and transparent languages; otherwise Indo-Aryan language speakers would show
deficits in SL performance.
Main findings: H3 and H4 were confirmed because immigrant students performed
differently and Romance language speakers achieved the highest results; otherwise
Indo-Aryan language speakers showed deficits in SL performance.
Chinese speakers (Mandarin language) showed less correct answers for the vocabulary
selection and matching test (P25 = 6.5 correct matching cases) whereas Romance language
speakers were shown to be more proficient in vocabulary selection and identification. This
task is mainly related to selection of correct words among several choices. The Indo-Aryan
group (speakers of languages such Urdu and Hindi) experienced more difficulty with only
four words correctly identified in percentile 25 followed by the Afro-Asian group (speakers
of Arabic, mostly) with six well-matched words.
Arguments previously addressed for analogy tasks could be applied to understanding
the group differences in vocabulary identification.
4.7. Home languages and morphological extraction test
H3. Immigrant students would perform differently in analytic reasoning and vocabulary tasks
in a Portuguese language evaluation context. That difference would be explained by their
home language systems and linguistic distance.
H4. Romance language speakers would achieve better results considering their familiarity with
alphabetic and transparent languages; otherwise Indo-Aryan language speakers would show
deficits in SL performance.
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Main findings: H3 was confirmed and H4 were partially confirmed because immigrant
students performed differently and Romance language speakers achieved the highest
results. But Indo-Aryan language speakers showed deficits in SL performance, parallel
with Mandarin speakers.
In the morphological extraction test, Chinese (Mandarin speakers) students and Indo-
Aryan unexpectedly displayed similar results with 1 or 0 morphologically correct
changes in P25. Romance language speakers responded more completely with three
correct extractions at least (P25) and with six appropriate modifications on level P75 (in
terms of proficiency level).
Our results are similar to the study of Zhang (2013) that outline the difficulty of
Mandarin and Urdu language speakers in derivation decoding/construction. Indo-Aryan
language speakers showed lower achievement in general tasks and when compared to
the difficulty index calculated for all participants, particularly in percentile 25 (see Table
A1). Lexical schemas for these language groups are differently stored according to the
specificities of the home language. Unfamiliar language like Portuguese will display limit-
ations in morphemes. Mainly, decoding in derived words even when Portuguese is con-
sidered to have consistent orthography that assumes facilitated SL learning (Lervag &
Aukrust, 2010). In another study (Ramirez, Chen, Geva, & Kiefer, 2009) cross-transference
was shown to achieve more salient outcomes when the home language is a Romance
language such as Spanish and students are embedded in English learning. Morphological
awareness functions strongly from Spanish to English and not vice-versa particularly with
regard to the type of ‘narrow’ orthography of the home language. Opposed to this, very
unfamiliar (and deep, from a morphological perspective) languages such as Indo-Aryan or
Afro-asiatic will be predictors of low performance in correlated tasks such as vocabulary
and morphological modification tasks, in shallow systems such as Portuguese, Spanish
or Italian which share a similar foundation to Greek and Latin (Ramirez et al., 2009).
Cross-linguistic transfer of morphological awareness was observed from Spanish to
English, but not from English to Spanish. These results suggest that morphological aware-
ness is important for word reading in Spanish, a shallow orthography with a complex mor-
phological system. They also suggest that morphological awareness developed in a child’s
L1 is associated with word reading in English as their SL.
Indeed, alphasyllabary (speakers of Indo-Aryan languages) and morphosyllabary
(speakers of languages such Mandarin) language speakers showed gaps in Portuguese
morphological comprehension. This suggests a new perspective on a student’s SL learning
and new directions to recent studies that analyse to what extent alphasyllabary children
make use of phonological and orthographic information gathered from their mother
tongue to decode in the SL. Do alphasyllabary individuals use strategies to learn alpha-
betic properties and different complexity features in the context of Portuguese? Can
cognitive mapping involved in alphasyllabary and morphosyllabary language decoding
predict the trigger in activation strategies in the alphabetic language context? According
to Shum et al. specific (and distant) language speakers, not just specifically in terms of the
Indo-Aryan languages, have a strong influence in explaining imperfections and gaps in
word order and temporal sequencing. Regarding reasoning task, Chinese participants pre-
sented positive behaviour in the verbal analogy task identifying a higher number of verbal
analogies in Portuguese which suggests greater receptive vocabulary skills for this specific
group. Their cognitive preparation (Mandarin activates right and left hemispheres,
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diminishing the lateralization effect in the crystallization of mental structures during
language acquisition after a certain age, Fillipi et al., 2011) might explain the stronger per-
formance against their peers. However receptive vocabulary would not necessarily predict
vocabulary size because Chinese participants were shown to have limitations in the extract
base test. This does not match the theoretical framework of Yeh (2010) which maintains
that mastery of Chinese native speakers in compounding words and morpheme manipu-
lation are associated with strong growth in vocabulary.
Chinese speakers tend to be accurate in analogies based on radicals of language (Yeh,
2010) through a compounding strategy of chunking small units. But a morphological
paradigm of Portuguese language dominance would be a constraint factor for Chinese
SL learners. Further analysis is recommended in order to understand the behaviours of
such speakers (morphosyllabary) in Romance languages as a target of SL learning.
Chinese natives are experts in verbal analogy tasks in English as a foreign language
which anticipates high scores in morpheme combination, affixation and derivational
awareness among other constructs evaluated in a previous study (Yeh). Contrary to
Grant et al. study (2012) assumptions, we observed that specific language speakers (like
Chinese) outperformed peers in a Portuguese SL setting. This leads us to conclude that
a language group in fact predicts achievement and cognitive differences in SL. The con-
sistency of the Portuguese system would be the first factor that we estimate as blocking
Mandarin decoding in vocabulary and morphological extraction tests due to grapheme–
morpheme conventions in Portuguese which are unfamiliar to young morphosyllabary
learners.
4.8. Linear regression analysis
Linear regression analysis was carried out to identify whether or not the correlations
between age (previously correlated to LOR to ensure homogeneity between the variables)
variables and SL performance as well as home language variable and SL performance were
significant. Main findings: results showed that the home language variable has predictive
value as opposed to the age factor where no significant predictive power was shown. The
home language influence hypothesis was confirmed by regression analysis estimates.
Gains in Portuguese SL greatly depend on home language type because previous
results have indicated different profiles of language speakers that predict facilitation or
difficulty in learning. The results are summarized in Table A4.
5. Conclusion
The main goal of this study was to examine how factors such as age and home language
can be used in the teaching environment to predict and to examine the development out-
comes of SL students in verbal reasoning and vocabulary tasks. Based on that two factors,
fours hypotheses were generated and tested. Concerning the main findings of our study
for age effects and according to the hypotheses 1 and 2, older adolescents (16–17 years
old) were the best performers in verbal analogies test against young children (7–9 years
old) that failed at this task. But the reverse situation was observed for the vocabulary
test where the same adolescents’ group were the poorest performers. Youngest children
(7–9) outperformed the other groups for this test. In the morphological extraction test,
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there were few differences among age groups, but older participants (16–17 years old) had
highest performance in the percentile 75. Based on the hypotheses 3 and 4, testing the
home language influence, were confirmed that immigrant students (SL learners)
performed differently verbal analogy test, in Portuguese. Contrary to expected, the
Romance language speakers achieved good results but with gaps, otherwise Indo-Aryan
language speakers showed deficits in SL performance. For vocabulary test, was also
confirmed that immigrant students performed differently but Romance language speakers
achieved in fact the highest results. Otherwise Indo-Aryan language speakers remained
disadvantaged. Finally, for the extraction test, immigrant students performed differently
but Indo-Aryan language speakers and Afro-Asian group both showed poor results.
In alphabetic languages, SL learners with a strong linguistic distance (a home language
with a very different orthographic foundation) are expected to struggle in language learn-
ing in spite of being aware of strategies that can improve their skills. The results confirm
the hypothesis that immigrant students performed differently in analytic reasoning and in
vocabulary tasks in a Portuguese language evaluation context. That difference was
explained by their home language systems and linguistic distance. This study also sup-
ported that Romance language speakers achieved better results considering their famili-
arity with alphabetic and transparent languages (Hall et al., 2009; Levin & Ehri, 2009),
while Indo-Aryan language speakers showed deficits in SL performance. But, speakers of
Romance languages such as Spanish showed gaps only during analogy identification
task, as well Romance language speakers were frequently compared, in tasks performance,
to other group of speakers such as Mandarin. The storage and combination of morphemes
can be a demanding task but on different levels according to individual speakers. Cogni-
tive mapping is strongly influenced by the mother tongue and the specific neuronal
system is crystallized after a certain age and based on linguistic features of L1
development.
On the one hand, results from this study indicate that Indo-Aryan participants are
expected to face difficulty retaining and comprehending Portuguese SL. Opposed, in
general, to Mandarin speakers and Romance languages speakers who have more
mastery of decoding and comprehension strategies. When looking at Arabic and
Hebrew speakers (from the Afro-Asian language group), their knowledge of alphabetic
structures and of vowel complexity did not empower their skills considering their
limited proficiency during task solving in Portuguese. Ambiguity in their writing and mor-
phological system should be acknowledged by educationist in order to understand
specific gaps in knowledge in those subjects in new language learning (Abu-Rabia & Shak-
kour, 2014). The same rationale should be applied to students of other linguistic back-
grounds to predict management inside learning. On the other hand, the hypothesis
that verbal analogies were more difficult for young ages was confirmed. But not all the
results confirmed the hypothesis that younger subjects had higher scores compared to
older peers in SL tasks, in all tasks. The youngest learners were shown to have specific
problems in task accomplishment, particularly in the verbal analogies tasks. Conceptual
transfer is another aspect observed in this study although verbal analogy and age is a
crucial factor in this context when taking into account the ability to perform analytic
reasoning.
Focusing on home language as a distinct variable in student profiles, inside classroom,
activities should explore which situations might occur during speech perception and to
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what extent: assimilation of SL sounds to native phonetic sound system, assimilation of
foreign phonetics coded as no speech, or assimilation as speech but with no categoriz-
ation identified (Aoyama, 2003). We argue that the first situation would be more frequently
observed, in the Portuguese language, in African student speakers of Creole with a Portu-
guese lexical foundation. They would experience great difficulty in distinguishing
phonetics due to a similarity between sound systems. Phonetics constraints suggest the
probability of more problems in facing discrimination in new languages and this fact
should stress activities related to decoding phonetics. Lip-reading activities are important,
particularly in Portuguese, because nasality is one of the more difficult traits to decode. As
well, prosodic information that involves specific comprehension to comprehend the entire
message (Eskenazi, 1999): ‘Intonation is the glue that holds a message together. It
indicates which words are important, disambiguates parts of sentences, and enhances
the meaning with style and emotion.’ Prosody should be taught through different tasks
for students that have a first language with no familiarity with intonation variety in their
native phonological system, reducing difficulty in listening comprehension. Listening is
the most popular learning method which has a direct impact on listening strategies
that play a crucial role in early stages of SL learning (Vandergrift, 2002). Listening is not
only receiving information but adjustment of prior knowledge to new linguistic knowl-
edge through mediated interaction between students and their teachers. Bottom-up
and top-down processes are activated during listening comprehension but depend on
incoming speech and interaction with native peers. Vandergrift argued that listening strat-
egies would be important for teachers to develop in schools but would not threaten
traditional evaluation. Evaluation should be the first step for SL learning to be successful.
Measurement of skills provides indicators of student profiles and of their different limit-
ations in proficiency which leads to appropriate intervention and educational tools (Shum
et AQ23al., 2014). According to Lukmani (2012), SL testing in the classroom should be set in
other terms to avoid space inside curriculum time. Assessment should be carefully
executed and take place longitudinally during the first year of exposure to the SL.
Typical tests should be reviewed in order to avoid fixed rules and tasks that do not
assess independent outputs of SL learners (e.g. changes from active to passive voice). It
is mandatory to evolve testing objectives to measure how individuals develop their
reasoning over the questions and trial, and making implicit the cross-transfer processes.
Sanchez et al. (2013) reflected that community research assessment practices in the
USA are not able to give a realistic picture of the cognitive and linguistic behaviours of
bilinguals. Findings in the international research revealed evidence of cross-language
transfer but not focused on Romance language learning. The evidence is mostly related
to English SL learning and with no advances for other languages such as Portuguese
that is widely spoken throughout the world. More research in Romance language settings
should be undertaken to provide valid data and new tools for teachers, principals,
curriculum coordinators and students.
This study showed a limitation in one task reliability (extraction test) which requires
further examination after the end of the empirical study. This type of task – morphological
extraction – is strongly required in SL assessment (August et al., 2001) to understand how
learners are organizing morphosyntactic features such as number or tense (Eskander,
Habash, & Rambow, 2013) which is provided by morphological awareness. But there is
no sufficient evidence of that test application in different immigrant students learning
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Romance languages. The phonological and morphological variation effect (Wang & Lam,
2009) could be differently functioning in Portuguese language which could suggest that
aspects of Portuguese morphology and vocabulary showed different substance from
other idioms like English. This fact affects the sensitivity to derived forms (affixes) and
the learners become unable to predict accurately the affixes and to perform features
combination (Eskander et al., 2013). Additionally, compounding strategies are probably
not familiar to specific language learners as it is for Mandarin speakers (Wang & Lam,
2009).
Further research in the SL area should be improved to empower teaching method-
ologies inside classroom with a multilingual presence. Focusing the low scores revealed
for morphological extraction test and related difficulty of comprehension on task, there
are teaching implications in multilingual classroom to consider. More language-focused
instructional tuition should be encouraged and based on specific levels such as morpho-
logical awareness (Kieffer & Lesaux, 2012). Other specific limitations were observed at the
present study considering that Chinese students are the only ones receiving continued
instruction in their home language which could be limitative to understand the effects
of instruction in L1 for the SL learning, referring Portuguese. Additionally, a limitation
was observed regarding the discussion on the performance of younger adolescents
(13–15 years old) in the specific task of vocabulary selection. Further research should be
encouraged to examine this question and focusing age of testing correlated to length
of residence. In general, there are specific tests in SL testing that should be selected in
order to differentiate language groups in European classroom, considering the home
language effect as main predictor of variation. To determine language groups and their
profiling is of upmost importance in understanding diversified school support for those
students. General approaches in SL education should be avoided when taking into
account the principle of diversity inside the classroom.
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Appendix
Table A1. Performance differentiated of complete sample in the three tasks AQ53.
Verbal analogy test Vocabulary selection and matching Morphological extraction test
N Valid 105 104 102
Missing 1 2 4
Percentiles 25 4.0000 8.2500 2.0000
50 5.0000 12.0000 3.5000
75 5.0000 14.0000 5.0000
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Table A2. Performance differentiated in the three tasks according to age variable.
Age groups (years)
Verbal analogy
test
Vocabulary selection
and matching
Morphological
extraction test
7–9 N Valid 10 10 8
Missing 0 0 2
Percentiles 25 2.7500 7.7500 2.0000
50 4.0000 11.5000 2.5000
75 5.0000 13.2500 4.7500
10–12 N Valid 46 46 47
Missing 1 1 0
Percentiles 25 3.0000 7.0000 2.0000
50 5.0000 12.0000 3.0000
75 5.0000 14.0000 5.0000
13–15 N Valid 33 32 33
Missing 0 1 0
Percentiles 25 4.0000 10.2500 1.5000
50 5.0000 12.5000 3.0000
75 5.0000 14.0000 5.0000
16–18 N Valid 16 16 14
Missing 0 0 2
Percentiles 25 4.0000 6.0000 2.0000
50 4.0000 12.0000 5.0000
75 5.0000 14.0000 6.0000
Table A3. Performance differentiated in the three tasks according to home language variable.
Language groups
Verbal
analogy test
Vocabulary
selection
and matching
Morphological
extraction test
Mandarin speakers N Valid 32 32 33
Missing 1 1 0
Percentiles 25 4.0000 6.5000 1.0000
50 5.0000 13.0000 2.0000
75 5.0000 14.0000 4.5000
Romance language speakers N Valid 32 32 31
Missing 0 0 1
Percentiles 25 3.2500 11.0000 3.0000
50 4.5000 13.0000 4.0000
75 5.0000 14.0000 6.0000
Slavic language speakers N Valid 14 14 12
Missing 0 0 2
Percentiles 25 3.7500 8.0000 2.2500
50 5.0000 11.0000 4.0000
75 5.0000 14.0000 4.7500
Creoles speakers N Valid 11 11 11
Missing 0 0 0
Percentiles 25 4.0000 10.0000 2.0000
50 5.0000 13.0000 5.0000
75 5.0000 14.0000 5.0000
Indo-Aryan language speakers N Valid 10 10 9
Missing 0 0 1
Percentiles 25 1.0000 4.0000 0.0000
50 3.5000 7.0000 2.0000
75 5.0000 11.5000 5.0000
Afro-Asiatic language
speakers
N Valid 2 2 2
Missing 0 0 0
Percentiles 25 4.0000 6.0000 2.0000
50 5.0000 9.5000 4.0000
75
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Table A4. Linear regression analysis of vocabulary selection and matching task.
Coefficientsa
Model
Unstandardized
coefficients Standardized coefficients
t Sig.B Std. error Beta
1 (Constant) 10,659 1.254 8.500 0.000
Age groups 0.536 0.429 0.124 1.250 0.214
Language groups −0.809 0.292 −0.315 −2.765 0.007
Language (spoken at home) groups 0.247 0.154 0.181 1.606 0.112
aDependent variable: vocabulary (selection and matching).
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